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Abstract 

A vehicular ad hoc network (VANET) is a mobile ad hoc network (MANET) wherein network 

nodes are vehicles – maximum typically road vehicles. VANETs present a completely unique 

variety of challenges and opportunities for routing protocols due to the semi-organized nature of 

vehicular movement’s situation to the constraints of street geometry and guidelines, and the 

boundaries which restrict the physical connectivity in city environments. In specific, the issues of 

routing protocol reliability and scalability across huge urban VANETs are presently the situation 

of intense studies. Clustering can be used to enhance routing scalability and reliability in 

VANETs, because the consequences inside the disbursed formation of hierarchical network 

systems by means of grouping vehicles together based on correlated spatial distribution and 

relative speed. In addition to the advantages to routing, these corporations can serve as the 

foundation for congestion detection, information dissemination and leisure packages. This work 

explores the layout made within the development of clustering algorithms targeted at VANETs. 

It offers taxonomy of the strategies applied to clear up the issues of cluster head election, cluster 

association and cluster control, and identifies new directions and current trends inside the design 

of those algorithms. Additionally, methodologies for validating clustering overall performance 

are reviewed, and a key shortcoming – the shortage of practical vehicular channel modelling – is 

recognized. The importance of a rigorous and standardized overall performance evaluation 

regime making use of realistic vehicular channel models are verified. 
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1. Introduction 

With the quick rising community oriented and transformative advancements in the current 

computerized age, Connected is a popular expression today. The Connected Era is a world 

comprising of Internet-associated vehicles, TVs, coolers and shoes that can tweet. The Internet-
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associated vehicles are consequence of another rising innovation called Vehicular ad hoc 

networks (VANET). It is a system framed by vehicles on street. VANET can likewise give 

driver-less vehicles which will be more secure, causing less mishaps and less clog. The upsides 

of utilizing driver-less vehicles are that they will be more vitality effective, decrease the driving 

time and can leave themselves in parallel. Vehicles executing this innovation can recognize the 

spots effectively taken by different vehicles in a leaving region. This lessens the time and fuel 

pointlessly squandered on finding an empty spot in a parking garage. The fundamental goal 

behind this innovation is that vehicles can really speak with one another, see hazards and react 

more rapidly than human reflexes permit. The VANET innovation can evade mishaps on street 

to a noteworthy degree and still if mishaps happen, it makes vehicle crashes survivable. 

Measurably, VANET could anticipate 80 percent of mishaps that are not brought about by 

inebriated drivers or mechanical disappointments [2].  

Wireless ad hoc networks for the most part don't depend on fixed foundation for correspondence 

and dispersal of data. VANETs pursue a similar guideline and apply it to the very powerful 

condition of surface transportation. As appeared in Fig. 1, the engineering of VANETs for the 

most part falls inside three classes: pure cellular/WLAN, pure ad hoc, and hybrid. VANETs may 

utilize fixed cell entryways and WLAN/WiMax passageways at traffic crossing points to 

interface with the Internet, assemble traffic data, or for steering purposes. The system design 

under this situation is an pure cellular or WLAN structure as appeared. VANETs can consolidate 

both cell system and WLAN to shape the systems so a WLAN is utilized where a passage is 

accessible and a 3G association generally. 

                         

                                  Figure No: 1 VANET Architecture 

VANETs operate in a difficult communications surroundings, which to this point have confined 

the realistic deployment of the technology. VANETs are especially liable to the hidden node 

problem; in addition, they must contend with constrained spectral bandwidth and a fantastically 
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variable channel motivated through both stationary and cell obstructions and interference sources 

[1]. In such surroundings, infrastructure based networks keep a sizeable benefit over ad hoc 

networks: an get entry to factor permits premier scheduling of channel get entry to and 

distribution of network assets in a distinctly simple manner, on the value of wanting to set up a 

big variety of get right of entry to factors for the duration of the supposed insurance vicinity. To 

achieve some of the advantages of an infrastructure-based community without the want for 

bodily infrastructure, researchers have investigated the concept of clustering in VANETs, 

wherein a hierarchical community structure forms in a distributed manner at some stage in the 

community via a few kind of clustering algorithm. 

The work surveys the three different clustering algorithms such as Location Based Routing 

Algorithm with Directional Cluster Based Flooding (LORA-DCBF), Triple Cluster Based 

Routing Protocol (TCRP) for cluster formation and vehicle head selection by modified K-means 

and Floyd-Warshall algorithm and Cluster Based Lifetime Routing protocol (CBLTR). The 

average throughput and end to end delay of these three clustering algorithms are compared and 

the result shows that CBLTR is efficient than other two clustering algorithms. 

2. Related Work 

Tao et al. Proposed a Cluster-Based Directional Routing Protocol (CBDRP) for toll road state of 

affairs, wherein the current CH selects new CH that moves inside the identical path. The headers 

that are closest to the center coordination of the clusters are decided on as CH. This protocol 

indicates huge development compared with AODV and equal to GPSR in terms of transmission 

overall performance [1]. 

In location based routing, area is considered as standards for selection of an accountable cellular 

node. It reduces broadcast storm and routing overhead. Core Location-Aided Cluster-primarily 

based Routing protocol (CLACR) proposed with the aid of Tzay-Farn Shih and Hsu Chun Yen 

adopt area based totally clustering method [2]. CLACR divides the communication location into 

rectangular clusters after which opts cluster heads for every square by way of using cluster head 

algorithm. Cluster-based inter-domain routing (CIDR) protocol also makes use of location based 

clustering technique. The formation of clusters is finished by means of the similarity of 

geography, movement, or undertaking. The cluster node (CH) work as a neighborhood DNS for 
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owns and its neighbor cluster [3]. Cluster primarily based location routing (CBLR) has been 

proposed in [4], which works on the replacing of HELLO messages whilst a brand new vehicle 

joins the network. 

3. Clustering Framework 

Clustering is a process of grouping nodes (mobile devices, sensors, vehicles etc.) in geographical 

vicinity together according to some rules. Clusters are a sort of virtual groups that have been 

formed by a clustering algorithm. Each cluster has at least one cluster head (CH) that is selected 

or elected by other cluster nodes (CN) [7]. Usually each CN can be elected to a CH but in some 

algorithms different type of nodes have better prepositions to become one. Cluster size varies 

from one cluster to another and is mostly dependant on the transmission range of the wireless 

communication device that a node uses. But some clustering algorithms also implement other 

filters that prevent some nodes to join a cluster. One of the most frequently used is the movement 

direction filter – a CN does not join a cluster whose CH moves in its opposite direction. 

                                       

                                      Figure No: 2 Cluster Head and Cluster Nodes 

Due to radio signal propagation laws the ideal and intuitively most natural cluster is represented 

as a circle with CH in the center and CN around it as shown in Fig. 2. Each CN can communicate 

directly with its CH and two different CNs can communicate with each other either directly or, in 

the worst case, via their CH. Such clusters are named 1-hop clusters as every two nodes can 

communicate in 1 hop or less with each other. But 1-hop is chosen only for simplicity reasons – 

solutions, although rare, exists that use more than 1 hop and those clusters are named n-hop 

clusters [7]. 
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Cluster stability is an important goal that clustering algorithms try to achieve and is considered 

as a measure of performance of a clustering algorithm. Stability is important for the upper and 

lower communication layers whose performances can improve noticeably with the help of 

clusters. It allows spatial reuse of resources simplifies routing and makes the network appear 

more stable in the view of each CN. Cluster stability can be defined in different ways but most 

frequently used are the number of CH changes and number of a CN changing its CH. By 

carefully selecting the CH and nodes that form a particular cluster their stability can be 

dramatically improved [5]. 

4. Materials and Methods 

4.1 Location Based Routing Algorithm with Directional Cluster Based Flooding (LORA-

DCBF) 

LORA-CBF is formed with one cluster head, zero or more members in every cluster and one or 

more gateways to communicate with other cluster heads. Each cluster head maintains a “Cluster 

Table,” which is a table that contains the addresses, directions and geographic locations of the 

member and gateway nodes. Here a reactive algorithm for mobile wireless ad-hoc networks, 

which is called as Location Routing Algorithm with Directional Cluster-Based Flooding 

(LORA_DCBF). The algorithm inherits the properties of reactive routing algorithms and has the 

advantage of acquiring routing information only when a route is needed.  

LORA_DCBF has the following features: Firstly, this protocol improves the traditional routing 

algorithms, based on non-positional algorithms, by making use of location information provided 

by GPS. Secondly, it minimizes flooding of its Location Request (LREQ) packets. Flooding, 

therefore, is directive for control traffic as it uses only the selected nodes, called gateways, to 

diffuse LREQ messages. The function of gateway nodes is to minimize the flooding of broadcast 

messages in the network by reducing duplicate retransmissions in the same region. Member 

nodes are converted into gateways when they receive messages from more than one cluster head. 

All the members in the cluster read and process the packet, but do not retransmit the broadcast 

message. This technique significantly reduces the number of retransmissions in a flooding or 

broadcast procedure in dense networks [6]. Therefore, only gateway nodes retransmit packets 

between clusters (hierarchical organization). Moreover, gateways only retransmit a packet from 
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one gateway to another in order to minimize unnecessary retransmissions, and only if the 

gateway belongs to a different cluster head and the direction of packet receiving is same with 

itself. The flow diagram is given in figure 3. 

             

                                  Figure No: 3 Flow Diagram of LORA-DCBF 

The protocol is also designed to work in a completely distributed manner and does not depend 

upon any central entity. The protocol does not require reliable transmission for its control 

messages, because each node sends its control messages periodically and can, therefore, sustain 

some packet loss. This is, of course, important in radio networks like the one being considered 

here, where deep fades are possible. 
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The algorithm proposed in this work does not operate in a source routing manner. Instead, it 

performs hop-by-hop routing as each node uses its most recent location information of its 

neighbor nodes to route a packet. Hence, when a node is moving, its position and direction is 

registered in a routing table so that the movements can be predicted, which is necessary to 

correctly route the packets to the next hop to the destination. 

Upon receiving a location request, each cluster head checks to see if the destination is a member 

of its cluster. Success triggers a Location Reply (LREP) packet that returns to the sender using 

geographic routing, because each node knows the position and direction of the source and the 

closest neighbor based on the information from the LREQ received and the Simple Location 

Service (SLS). Failure triggers retransmissions by the cluster head to adjacent cluster-heads 

(Reactive Location Service, RLS). The destination address is recorded in the packet. Cluster-

heads and gateways, therefore, discard a request packet that they have already seen. Once the 

source receives the location of the destination, it retrieves the data packet from its buffer and 

sends it to the closest neighbor to the destination. 

4.2 TCRP with VH 

The dynamic nature of VANETs is an open challenge for the researchers to design an optimal 

routing mechanism that could extend efficiently the communication session among the vehicles. 

Vehicles traveling with non-uniform velocities may cause non consistent traffic pattern over the 

road. The main requirement for designing a centralized routing protocol is the consistency of 

traffic pattern. In the cluster based approach, two parameters are defined for consistent clusters, 

that is, truncated normal distribution for vehicle velocity, and location of vehicle inside the 

cluster [8]. The proposed cluster based approach is broadly divided into two parts, the first part is 

related to the formation of cluster and the second is the selection of Vehicle Head (VH). The 

formation of cluster is performed by modified K-Means algorithm. 

The main idea of K-Means is to identify centroids or division points or cluster points (CP) for 

classification of vehicles. Here, three division points are considered according to the 

transmission range of DSRC (Dedicated short range communication). Each division point will 

define an individual cluster. In the specified range, three division points C1, C2 and C3 are 
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considered as centroids for three clusters of vehicles. C1 and C3 are the farthest division points 

of the range, while C2 is the mid of C1 and C3.  

Before classification of vehicles, the confidence interval of vehicle’s velocity is defined. The 

truncated distribution model N (μ, σ) is used as velocity modeling distribution. Where μ is the 

mean of the vehicles velocities and σ is the standard deviation. By using the truncation 

distribution model, a confidence interval of the velocities is defined around the mean which is 

given below. 

                                   

Here E is the Expectation of Vehicles Velocities and αn is the percentage confidence of velocities 

interval. All those vehicles whose velocities lie in the above interval will be considered in 

clustering. The modified K-Means cluster formation for three clusters is given in algorithm 1. 

Algorithm 1 – Formation of Cluster by Modified K-Means 

Forming_Cluster(M)  

Begin  

for j = 0 to M do  

if d1[j] < d2[j] && d1[j] < d3[j] then Clus1[C1] = j  

C1++  

else if d2[j] < d1[j] && d2[j] < d3[j] then Clus2[C2]  

C2++  

else  

Clus3[C3]  

C3++  

End 

 

 In cluster base approach, a responsible node should be selected within each cluster to 

administrate its group. The selection of vehicle head (VH) is very critical, because of the random 

nature of VANETs. Within a cluster, each vehicle exchange HELLO message with each other 

having their speed, location, and direction information. The two parameters for Vehicle head 

(VH) selection, the centralized location within cluster and Velocity Variance Var (Vi). 
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The dynamic programming algorithm called as Floyd Warshall algorithm for selecting 

centralized vehicle. Floyd- Warshall algorithm belongs to all pair shortest path category of graph 

theory, which calculates shortest distances of all vehicles. The last phase of the proposed method 

is calculating CS (cumulative score) of each vehicle by using two parameters which are 

centralized location and velocity variance (Var(Vi)) around the Mean μ. The CS is calculated as 

cumulative value from both parameters, i.e. 

                                 

Where VAR(Vi) is the variance of vehicle Vi velocity around the mean, which is inversely 

proportional to the life time of VH in cluster. The 60% weightage is assigned to VAR(Vi) in VH 

selection criteria. ADV (Average Distance Value) is the average distance of each individual 

vehicle from others within cluster. The ADV for each node is calculated by centralized 

algorithm. In TCRP, the weightage of ADV is 40%. Any node which having lowest CS will be 

selected as a candidate for VH [10]. 

4.3 Cluster Based Life Time Routing Protocol (CBLTR) 

This proposed Cluster-Based Life-Time Routing (CBLTR) protocol, improves the routing 

stability in two-way direction segment. The segment is divided into multiple stationary clusters. 

Then a distributed CH election algorithm is proposed to select a CH based on specific parameters 

in each cluster. Finally, a routing protocol is proposed to select the most suitable candidate CH 

based on CHs neighbors and destination location [9]. 

The segment is a two way directional road, and each segment is divided into multiple clusters 

that equal half of the transmission range of standard vehicle, assume that all vehicles have a 

predefined knowledge of clusters coordination and identification. Each vehicle must be assigned 

to one cluster at each unit of the time, based on its location. Each vehicle and Cluster has a 

unique ID. 

Each vehicle that enters a predefined stationary cluster zone should periodically calculate a 

specific cost value, which is called Life-Time (LT). The LT of each vehicle depends on the 

current velocity of the vehicle as well as the distance to the predefined directional threshold 

point. The directional threshold point is defined as a point distant from directional edge of the 
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cluster. The distance that separate these two points is calculated by considering two parameters: 

the maximum velocity of the vehicle and the time it takes to proceed until the re-election 

function. The distance from the directional threshold point to the directional edge of the cluster 

must be enough for a CH vehicle to handover the CH election function to another vehicle 

without losing the communication. This ensures that any vehicle in each cluster can complete 

successfully the re-election function. In other words, the worst case is when one vehicle arrives 

at threshold point with maximum velocity, and assumes the Hand-Over Time HOT (re-election 

time and the time to forward the CH information to new CH) equals to 1s. Then, the threshold 

distance (Dth) is calculated dynamically based on the maximum limited velocity for this cluster. 

The below equation gives an example of calculating the threshold distance (Dth) in each specific 

cluster. 

                                       

The LT is periodically calculated for each vehicle within each cluster, and it is calculated using 

the distance from the current location of the vehicle to the directional threshold point (dth), 

divided by the vehicle velocity. 

                                         

The LT is calculated for all vehicles within their associated clusters at any given time. The LT is 

calculated based on the time each vehicle will remain in the cluster, and this value depends 

mainly on the distance to upcoming directional threshold point of the cluster, as well as the 

velocity. The vehicle that has the maximum LT at a specific time will be selected as CH and it 

remains as CH till it arrives at the directional threshold point. When it arrives at the directional 
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threshold point, a new election should be invoked, and new a CH must be selected. The purpose 

of not updating the CHs all the time is to reduce the control overhead messages that could be 

produced from the re-election function. 

  

                                  Figure No: 4 Computation of LT 

In figure 4, vehicle A1 in cluster 1 calculates the LT that it needs to reach the directional 

threshold point. In each cluster, there is a distributed election algorithm elects the vehicle that 

will remain within its cluster the maximum LT time. 

The CBLTR protocol aims to propagate the packets within the segment through the selected 

CHs. Each CH builds its routing table and stores in it the adjacent CH IDs, associated locations, 

LT, and expiry time. The expiry time is used to keep updating the routing table contents. When 

the local CH receives a packet, it looks up its routing table for the candidate CHs that are located 

toward the destination location regardless of moving direction, and forwards the packet to the 

next CH that has the maximum LT. If two candidate CHs with equal LT are available for 

forwarding the packets, then the CH in the same direction of the local CH is selected. If there are 

no relaying CH to the destination then as recovery process the local CH follows store-and-

forward process; it stores the packet in a specific buffer and keeps moving till it finds another 

relaying CH. 

5. Results and Discussion 

 The above three algorithms are used to enhance the routing and scalability of the 

network. The parameters like end to end delay and throughput are analyzed for all the three 
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algorithms and the results are given. The first parameter average throughput results are given in 

table 1 and figure 5. 

S.No Time (Seconds) Average Throughput (Mbps) 

LORA-DCBF TCRP CBLTR 

1 10 0.32 0.4 0.51 

2 20 0.29 0.33 0.49 

3 30 0.21 0.25 0.47 

4 40 0.31 0.38 0.41 

5 50 0.15 0.28 0.50 

                                               Table No: 1 Average Throughput 

                 

                                          Figure No: 5 Average Throughput 

 CBLTR protocol outperforms TCRP and LORA-DCBF in terms of increasing the 

average throughput of the segment, which improves the network stability and increases the 

network efficiency. Similarly the end to end delay is compared and the results are shown in table 

2 and figure 6. 
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S.No Time (Seconds) End to End Delay (ms) 

LORA-DCBF TCRP CBLTR 

1 0 0 0 0 

2 2 16 13 10 

3 4 25 18 12 

4 6 32 22 14 

5 8 42 30 16 

                                                 Table No: 2 End to End Delay 

                      

                                                        Figure No: 6 End to End Delay 

 Figure 6 compares the throughput of the algorithms considered. CBLTR shows good 

results, because one of the factor for CBLTR is to select the cluster based on node direction so it 

make a robustness rout between cluster head and cluster member. 

6. Conclusion 

In the near future, automobiles may have factory installed wireless ad-hoc network capabilities to 

improve traffic flow and safety, in part, because it is more cost effective than continually 

undertaking massive construction projects, which are proving to have limited success. 

Consequently, future developments in automobile manufacturing will include new 

communication technologies to help provide more effective spacing and collision avoidance 
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systems. In order to avoid communication costs and guarantee the low delays required for the 

exchange of safety-related data between cars, inter vehicle communication (IVC) systems based 

on wireless ad hoc networks represent a promising solution for future road communication 

scenarios, as it permits vehicles to organize themselves locally in ad-hoc networks without any 

preinstalled infrastructure. LORA-DCBF is an algorithm that can possibly be used in future 

wireless ad-hoc networks because of its reactive geographic routing algorithm, which employs 

GPS in conjunction with its predictive algorithm, both of which are necessary in mobile 

networks. Clustering algorithms are used to stabilize the dynamicity of VANETs by forming 

group of vehicles in cluster form. TCRP gets control over the unnecessary overhead of network 

by eliminating message flooding. Vehicle Head (VH) is one of the responsible vehicle in cluster 

to avail inter connectivity of clusters. CBLTR protocol shows a significant improvement in terms 

of average throughput and end to end delay. The enhancement made in our protocol proposing a 

new mechanism to select new CHs. The CHs in CBLTR protocol have a longer LT span making 

the protocol more stable. 
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